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Class Central Class Central is student-supported. When you buy through links on our site, we can earn an affiliate commission. Hack Reactor via Udacity 7.2k Write Review Javascript Courses Programming Language Courses Programming Courses Have you been dabbling with JavaScript but find your files keep turning into a mess of spaghetti code? Do you self copy and paste
code lines over and over again throughout your application? There's a better way, isn't there? Yes, there is a better way - object-oriented programming allows you to build websites using reusable blocks of code called libraries, similar to using bricks to build a house. This course is designed to teach web developers how to utilize the various object-oriented programming features in
JavaScript, and more importantly, how to write reusable and maintenanceable libraries that will make your life easier. Why take this course? As a Front-End Web Developer, JavaScript is one of the most important languages in your toolbox. A strong foundation in the language functions allows you to write effective and performant web applications. In this course, you'll explore a
variety of ways to write object-oriented code in JavaScript.You'll build a variety of JavaScript objects and explore how their different inheritance models affect your code's execution and in-memory model. You should use these features to write memory-efficient code and seek simplicity and modularity in your own code. We'll start by discussing the scope capabilities of JavaScript's
feature variable, including lexical scope (variable availability when writing your code) and dynamics scopes (variable availability that your code is actively running). Lesson 2: The Keyword thisYou'll start your dive into JavaScript object-oriented features by first discovering the parameter this. You'll learn how the value of this is determined within different code structures and why it
can be much easier to think of this as a parameter rather than a keyword. Lesson 3: Prototype DelegationYou're probably using one of JavaScript's legacy models already: prototype delegation! In this lesson, you'll learn more about this unique feature in JavaScript, how JavaScript uses this feature internally, and how you can take advantage of it to maximize your application's
memory footprint. Lesson 4: Code reuseThere are many ways to write concise, maintenanceable and reusable code in JavaScript and you will practice a number of them in this lesson. We start writing a library using basic functions and learn the decorator pattern. Then we'll refactor this library into functional, prototypical and pseudoclassical Models. Finally, we'll explore explore --
encoding objects that directly inherit from objects we have previously defined. 4.6 rating, based on 10 reviews Shows Class Central Sort Class Central Sort Last Highest to Lowest Rating Lowest to Highest Rating Start your review of Object Oriented JavaScript CSS3 and JavaScript used to be two completely different animals. CSS was strictly limited to controlling the style of your
content, while JavaScript allowed us to control certain behavioral elements on the page. But now we've got CSS3, which is this crazy, exciting thing that allows you to easily add rounded corners and text-shadows to your page's bag o' tricks. CSS3 adds a lot more power to your hands and has added some features that move it from styling to the behavioral layer, which has ruffled a
few feathers. Many people strongly believe that CSS should only control aesthetic styles, while others argue that behavioral interactions can fall under the umbrella of a website style. I am still on the fence, but I would like to discuss some advantages and disadvantages with both in this area where they overlap: the behavioural layer. So let's go for it. Ease of useJavaScript is not a
cakewalk for most non-technical folks. Library help, but a solid understanding of the JavaScript language is a necessity to accomplish much more than just out-of-the-box methods. CSS3 animations and transitions are remarkably easy to implement and there's not much to mess up. Just a few short lines of easy-to-understand CSS and you're up and running. Enough said.
WINNER: CSS3Sensitivity Although it may take some understanding to extend beyond out-of-the-box methods, with JavaScript there really is no box. JavaScript allows control over almost everything in the DOM. It's a pretty handy tool chest. CSS3, on the other hand, is more like a tool belt. The potential for uttensibility ends in what is stated in spec, but ultimately we are limited by
what browser providers are willing to support, leading us to our next area... WINNER: JavaScriptSupportSupport support for animations in JavaScript libraries is widespread, often providing support even for our old friend IE6. CSS3 transitions are anything but widespread. WebKit has been the leading fee, which means we have support in Chrome and Safari. The upcoming
release of Firefox 4 will also support transitions and animations. WINNER: JavaScriptPerformanceBrowser performance has improved piles recently and much of the attention has been on JavaScript engines. They even have brand names. WebKit has SquirrelFish (except where Chrome has replaced it with V8). Mozilla has TraceMonkey. The IE9 Beta also comes with a new
JavaScript engine called Chakra. On modern browsers, JavaScript screams. CSS3 support for animations and transitions is still fairly new. As a result, does not have the advantage of years of tweaking and and its performance. For example, neutroncreations.com/blog have a funny, fairly simple atomic nucleus with two electrons orbiting it. In Chrome, they eat up about 40 percent
of my CPU. The jQuery Circulate Plugin site has several similar animations and only consumes about 18 percent. Not the most scientific of experiments, but certainly a valuable comparison. WINNER: JavaScriptConclusionsUltimately it's not either/or. It's both. JavaScript is not going anywhere. And CSS3 is a really useful toolbelt. But the right answer is always about what your
client or user needs. Are all your valued users on modern browsers? Is this feature something that everyone will need to use? Or is it more of an Easter egg? Congratulations, you're using WebKit! Most CSS3 animations I've seen have fallen into the fun category, while developers still rely on JavaScript libraries to do the heavy lifting. Whatever you choose, just be sure not to leave
out someone important and have some fun while doing it. Just because Java and JavaScript look something the same, many people think they are the same thing or different versions of the same thing. In reality, however, there is a big difference between Java and JavaScript. Both are programming languages, but they have very specific purposes and work differently. The big
difference between Java and JavaScript is what they do. Using Java, you can create standalone applications (called applets) that are mini applications that run on a desktop computer or the web and also mobile platforms like Android. JavaScript is a text-based language that the developer inserts into HTML and CSS code to be used on a web site. You have to compile Java, which
means after coding, the developer puts it through a process that compresses it and turns it into a single application. Then it must be used on an operating system or server that has Java Virtual Machine (JVM) installed on it. Meanwhile, JavaScript can be easily typed into an HTML page, uploaded to the web server, and used within seconds. Nothing more than a browser is required
to read and run the code. Java was developed by James Gosling of Sun Microsystems in 1995 and was first released in 1996. Java started out as just a programming language for desktop applications but quickly turned to a web-based solution. One advantage of using Java is that it creates a nice, stylish, packaged solution. The developer codes the application, runs it through a
compiler, and the result is an applet that can be used on a computer or called from a browser with a plugin. Java is primarily a server-side application which means it does not run within the browser but can be viewed through it. Java is supported by almost all operating systems, but it requires special plugins to run within a browser. The compilation process makes it easier to detect
and correct bugs Distribution. However, Java is a languages with dozens of libraries, frameworks, APIs, plugins, and it requires Java's Virtual Machine (JVM) to run. Java code is not humanreadable, and some developers are moving away from using it due to security and compatibility concerns.  Today, Java is most commonly used for enterprise solutions, big data, scientific
calculations, credit card processing and Android apps. It is also employed in server-side applications such as Apache, JBoss, Geronimo, and GlassFish. Oracle owns Java, and the mantra they use to describe the Java process is write once, running everywhere. A quick example of Java code is this excerpt below, which creates a random number that a programmer could use for
various purposes, especially with encryption and security software. JavaScript is an easy-to-learn text language that developers can insert into HTML and CSS pages to add interactivity, animations, and things like form validation to web pages. As Flash has died out, JavaScript has taken over because it is powerful, flexible, and reusable. JavaScript is primarily a client-page
application which means it runs right in the browser without having to grab any code from a remote server. The invention of The Node.js has, however, opened up options for server-side applications. JavaScript developers share snippets, customizable libraries, classes, and frameworks so you can encode complex applications quickly.  The best thing about JavaScript is that it's
human-readable, and any programmer can examine the code and figure out what it's doing. It integrates seamlessly with HTML and CSS, but sometimes needs to be customized for the environment to run correctly. JavaScript only runs in one browser; it does not have desktop features. It's also harder to troubleshoot because you can only witness problems when you test it live in
a web browser. Programmers love JavaScript for its easy flexibility. It is most commonly used in front-end applications like jQuery, AngularJS, and Backbone.js. JavaScript can also be used on the server side using Node.js, which is a JavaScript execution environment that allows it to function outside of a web browser. Some examples of companies using Node.js for their web
applications are Netflix, PayPal, Microsoft, Uber, LinkedIn, eBay and Walmart.  A prime example (from w3schools.com) of JavaScript in action is the one below that uses a jQuery snipped and a form field to filter the results in a table. When the user enters any part of the first name, last name, or e-mail address, the table switches the rows that do not match to hidden directly. The
code below illustrates how little work you need to do to perform incredible functions easily.  Deciding to use Java or JavaScript depends on a few factors, and it can come down to personal preferences. If your application will run on a mobile platform or is targeted a business solution, then Java makes the most sense. If you are looking to add dynamic interaction to a website using
jQuery for instant search results, then JavaScript is a better bet. Java and JavaScript share qualities, which means they overlap in some possibilities, but it should be clear, which will work best for your specific project.  When considering server-side applications, the decision to use Node.js vs Java is a personal one that you have to decide for yourself. Learning both Java and
JavaScript is a plus for any developer who wants to expand their marketability.  Thanks for letting us know! Tell me why! Why!
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